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Abstract:
Punk rock is a musical subculture with numerous driving forces behind it. The countercultural
values of the movement in addition to the demographics of its membership put it at odds against
the larger parent culture of the United States. The tension that is created between the subculture
and parent culture is evident through the symbolic language and imagery produced in Punk
fanzines. Fanzines give a bottom-up view of the Punk rock movement in a unique way which
allows for the observation of the created semiotic relationship and how it affects the daily lives
of Punks living in the communities of study.
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Ch.1 Introduction:
Punk Rock has been a popular musical genre in the Western world since the movement began in
the 1960s. Its distinctive fast paced tempo, simple yet effective guitar attack, polarizing lyrics,
and shocking wardrobe have captured the hearts and minds of its fans for decades. Punk is
famous for not following established cultural norms and takes pride in pointing out perceived
faults in modern society. The overarching label of Punk can only go so far in accurately
describing its members. The many Punk scenes that were spawned in the early years of the
cultural phenomenon are distinct from one another and bring localized values and objectives to
each geographic scene. Tensions define and separate these geographic scenes from one another.
The tensions that arise from Punk’s promotion of local community building and individual
empowerment; excessive elevation of agency, however, fosters intra- and inter-communal
conflict. Punk can almost be defined as well on what it doesn’t agree upon, as well as what it
does. Punk communities have articulated the tensions integral to their collective identity through
symbolism that marks and drives their actions. In this thesis I will review the scholarly literature
concerning the Punk movement in order to present background information and context. Then,
through a close examination of fanzines and concerts, I will compare two geographic regions: the
LA/Southern California area and the Washington D.C. region during the “First Wave” of Punk
(1975-1985). I argue that symbolic language, content, and art in Punk fanzines creates a semiotic
system that simultaneously gives Punks an identity, and highlights socio-cultural tensions
generated between Punks and larger society.
Ch.1 Literature Review:
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There has been a fair amount of scholarly investigation into Punk and how this subculture has
interacted with society at large. Four major themes emerge: the critique and rejection of popular
culture and the music industry, the creation of a unique group identity which helps self-identify
members, a do it yourself (DIY) ethos, and extreme political messaging and activism.
Punk Rock as a Subculture:
Punk rock and its adherents became an American subculture. Punks gather at their local
meeting places and form a localized community, often known as a ‘scene’. “Norms that arise
specifically from a frustrating situation or from conflict between a group and larger society”
form a ‘subculture’ (Yinger 627). A large part of what Punk’s ethos is the frustration with
society and the perceived evils and injustices that are a result of societal norms, and the desire to
protest this. These frustrations bring together individuals who are acutely aware of these
sentiments. Norms that were created within Punk communities are responses to the apparent ills
of the parent culture. Many of these norms are considered taboo by the mainstream, such as
overtly sexual or violent messages in songs and dress. Individual personalities, combined with
the desire to counter mainstream influences, showcases what Yinger would call “one particular
type of dynamic linkage between norms and personality: the creation of a series of inverse or
counter values (opposed to those of the surrounding society) in face of serious frustration or
conflict” (627). Individuals who help create these inverse values separate themselves from the
parent culture either physically or ideologically. Subcultures such as Punk offer a new home for
individuals who support the specific inverse values belonging to Punk. Punks have a sense of
belonging to their subculture which trumps any sense of attachment to the parent culture.
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Punk clearly fits the mold of a subculture; while a majority of its members come from the
American working class, they reject that society, frustrated with societal values and practices at
large. This in turn leads to behavior that explicitly opposes what is “politically correct,” and
creates spaces where Punks can separate themselves from the larger society and converse with
each other.
Community separation between Punk and Non-Punk:
Punk characteristics that openly distinguish and define its members highlight their
differences from the mainstream and their similarities within the subgroup. Defining
characteristics include clothing styles and the creation of local communities commonly known as
‘scenes’. Punks created these scenes as safe spaces for like-minded individuals to express
themselves. The ‘home base’ of these scenes could be clubs, record stores, concert halls, or any
other urban setting where local Punks congregate. These semi-private locations physically
separated Punks from the larger community. Jesse Prinz in his 2014 work The Aesthetics of Punk
Rock describes scene formation:
“Punk rockers often form closely knit communities. They revolve around “scenes,” which
consist of local bands, clubs, and personalities. These communities are also exclusionary. The offputting character of punk aesthetics serves as a filter, attracting those who feel marginalized and
deterring those who wish to be conventional” (590).
Punks wanted physically to be left alone, so they didn’t mind being exclusive to a certain
degree. By gathering in designated spaces and forming their own established rules and norms,
they created spaces separate from the casual passerby. These scenes then grew into unique
communities, shaped by individual characters who were allowed and accepted in these spaces.
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Punk clubs, especially due to their emphasis on live music activities and patrons who did not fit
into the mainstream were not the first to exhibit such behavior. These scenes recall the taxi-dance
halls of 1930s Chicago which P.G. Cressey describes in his 1932 book The Taxi-Dance Hall: A
Sociological Study in Commercialized Recreation and City Life:
“For those who attend the taxi-dance hall, even irregularly, it is a distinct social world, with
its own ways of acting, talking, and thinking. It has its own vocabulary, its own activities and
interests, its own conception of what is significant in life, and-to a certain extent-its own scheme
of life” (32).
These aspects of community are even apparent to outsiders, as Cressey initially was
when he sought to chronicle the lives of working-class club attendees who had set up their own
communities. The paid dancers attached to these clubs and the patrons themselves are like Punk
scenes because they created their own communities that centered around specific clubs with their
own vernacular and operating procedure. The vernacular employed within these dance halls
differed from other dance clubs in part due to the individuals who comprised most patrons. These
communities developed in relative isolation from outside influences and focused on internal
growth. The effects of this isolation gave rise to an insulated subculture that was distinctly
separate from larger society, much like how Punks later designed their own vernacular and
focused on the creation and maintenance of semi-private spaces.
Scholars such as Levine and Stumpf (1983) and Hebdige (2012) suggest that a common
code or understanding of what was and what wasn’t Punk existed as early as the mid to late
1970s. One of the early and longest enduring hubs of Punk in America was Los Angeles. In Los
Angeles’ scene’s infancy, Levine and Stumpf wrote there existed an understanding of those
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within the scene of what passed as Punk and what didn’t, especially when it came to bands.
Bands through their names, sound, and actions are labeled as either Punk or non-Punk by those
within the community. Levine and Stumpf discovered that out of the LA Punk insiders who
were asked to categorize a list of bands into either being Punk or non-Punk based off prior
knowledge of the band (or the band name alone if prior knowledge didn’t exist), there was a high
level of consensus (69%) among the informants as to what bands were considered Punk or nonPunk (428). The level of agreement reached by those in the study who were not a part of the
Punk scene in Southern California had much lower levels of agreement over which bands could
be considered Punk, which suggests that outsiders did not have a good definition of Punk, but
those who belonged to the movement had a well-defined idea of what Punk is based on agreed
upon nomenclature. While names alone were helpful in identifying whether a band qualified as
Punk, a band’s live performances could further confirm or reverse such conclusions. Live shows
were a band’s way to appeal directly to their audience, and any serious bands had to earn their
Punk label.
Punk sought to create its own community and exclude those who didn’t embrace the core
ideals of a particular scene. The insult of being a ‘poser’, in essence, being ‘fake,’ was one of the
worst possible labels attached to a person within these communities. The shock value generated
by choice of dress and common affiliation with extreme political groups served as effective
filters to potential members. These filters reinforced criteria that separated Punk from
mainstream culture and defined ‘In’ group and ‘Out’ groups. While in many ways Punk was
exclusive in that the uninformed could be scared off by the Punks themselves, within the
communities, Punks were extremely inclusive and welcoming to members. Inside many clubs
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informal or even formalized rules governed behavior inside the physical premises. Signs that
prohibited certain kinds of bigoted behavior such as racist, sexist, or homophobic remarks, or
even banned alcohol and drug use. Famous Punk clubs such as ABC No Rio (New York) and
924 Gilman (Berkeley) were the progressive model when it came to policing venues through a
cooperative undertaking. These clubs believed in:
“To provide a safe atmosphere by confronting violence and oppressive behavior, and to
involve each member of the Punk community directly, through a process of consensus-based
decision-making[...] Each collective adopted an explicit policy against violence, racism, sexism,
and homophobia, which was printed on their flyers and applied to the bands that they booked as
well as audience members at their shows” (Barrett 27).
These are two examples of Punk clubs using a community-based approach to control
behavior within a scene’s influence. Any individual or group who did not follow these rules
would be forced to leave. In ways such as these, Punk communities maintained control over
members and further divided themselves between adherents (In-group) and dissidents (Outgroup).
Establishing cooperatives also ensured group participation and inclusion; welcoming
physical spaces provided outlets for cooperation.
“Collectives such as cooperative bookstores, coffee shops, and grocery stores, were
organized according to basic New Left principles: consensus-based decision-making, voluntary
participation, and relatively horizontal leadership structures. They provided spaces where those
working to create a society based on participatory democracy could actually experience it” (Barrett
25).
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Horizontal leadership structures were a key characteristic of these operations and
Communist influences are evident.
Weaponization of Semiotics and Slogans:
One of Punk’s most recognizable traits is that its members often operated outside of the
mainstream and embrace elements suspect or taboo to popular culture such as sexual messages
and political incorrectness. Punks used certain symbols and motifs for their shock value and to
further separate themselves: “Some wore symbols associated with fascism such as swastikas and
iron crosses. Themes of bondage and sexual fetishism were effective devices selected by the
punks to repulse and shock mainstream society” (Levine and Stumpf 422). Punk as a movement
also championed the critique and at times complete rejection of mainstream culture. Punks
represented a reflective subculture in the sense that they were not a part of the mainstream, yet
took parts of the parent culture, used them for their own interests, and turned them back towards
society. Along with symbols, everyday objects were weaponized for shock value and fashion.
Dick Hebdige, in his greatly influential 1979 book Subculture: The Meaning of Style, delves into
punk and its fashion choices: “the most unremarkable and inappropriate items - a pin, a plastic
clothes peg, a television component, a razor blade, a tampon - could be brought within the
province of punk (un)fashion. Anything within or without reason could be turned into[...]
confrontation dressing” (1260). Confrontation and statement-making were major goals of Punk;
many of its members wanted to be noticed and heard, and fashion was an effective way to
highlight differences between Punks and non-Punks. Deviant behavior exhibited by subcultures
such as Punk are according to Levine and Stumpf (1983) a result of complex interactive
processes between groups with differential access to power (419). Historically, most Punks were
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working class individuals and young people, very different from the upper echelons of society
who tended to be older, more financially stable, and socially conservative. Individuals who were
sick of the society that they lived in, a capitalist society driven by profit and political correctness
in America were drawn to Punk as an outlet for their frustrations, and weaponized sensory
aspects of the subculture to strike back against traditional social norms. K.C. Dunn (2008) wrote
that “punk offers the possibility for counter-hegemonic expression within systems of global
communication. Punk has simultaneously worked within and against the hegemony of capitalist
telecommunication networks, navigating an increasingly interconnected and mediated world”.
Punk worked against popular culture while simultaneously creating spaces for themselves where
they gathered to enjoy music and community at local record stores, bars, and concert venues.
These separate spaces aided in the formation and proliferation of political agendas and actions
unique to Punk.
Shared Politics of Punk Scenes:
Punks as a group often rallied behind a shared brand of politics. Political identities were
an effective way to assemble adherents and weed out others. Punks could come from across the
political spectrum, but most of the time left wing radicalism and punk rock went hand in hand.
However, there are many extremist parts of Punk and clashes between Punks from differing
political backgrounds occurred. “Others, like the white-power skinhead bands, went in for
radical right-wing politics instead. It is sometimes disputed whether skinheads qualify as punks,
since they had a separate look, separate music, and sometimes violently attacked people for
being punk rock (O’Hara 1999), but the boundaries were fluid, and in many places, left-wing
skinheads greatly outnumbered the right” (Prinz 585). This disparity between different Punk
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groups with opposing ideologies sometimes gave rise to violence between these groups. The
competition for influence and physical space within scenes were common triggers of Punk-onPunk violence.
While political disagreements between Punk groups existed, Punks who shared political
views interacted with the mainstream both as individuals and a collective. Punk rock in many
ways is about criticizing the parent culture and the society that is supported by it and one of the
ways that Punk interacts with the parent culture is through political demonstrations. Physical
protest was a feature of some punk scenes, and a minority of Punks traveled across the nation to
join protests. However, the creation of community run spaces was prominent in scenes all over
the country. Horizontal leadership structures and the emphasis on consensus led to the creation
of numerous privately owned but collectively run operations such as the aforementioned “ABC
No Rio” and “924 Gilman Street”. With some exceptions, Punk lacked formal political
institutions such as political parties, and scenes were extremely informal. Lyrics of Punk songs
provided a visible statement of protest or change. This type of statement combined with
speeches, multimedia creations, and participatory democracy were the primary vehicles that
Punk used to publicize its beliefs. These modes of discourse differed from other political groups
as formal action such as marches or physical protest was not as common. The majority of Punk’s
‘protest’ was constrained to these methods in contrast to political action groups such as SNCC or
SCLC in the 1960s who routinely used non-violent protest methods such as marching, rallies,
and sit-ins to make their voices heard. Punk preferred local activism and the creation of friendly
spaces over highly visible physical protest. This has brought into question the role or efficacy of
Punk’s protest methods. The difference in practice between Punk and other groups is clear,
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however the long-term effectiveness of Punk’s methods is not the focus of this paper. Certain
bands were more known for attracting a politically active audience than others such as Black
Flag, Minor Threat, and The Dead Kennedys.
Activism and Protest:
Activism offered a group activity in which everyone who was a part of the scene could
participate.
“Punk’s activist components are especially evident when examining the institutions and
organizations that the movement has produced. In addition to highlighting the direct, participatory
nature of DIY politics, an institutional focus also exposes several parallels between punk and its
social movement predecessors. Most directly, punk can be linked to the New Left inspired
organization of cooperative counter-institutions that began in the late 1960s” (Barrett 25).
Many scenes lacked a true leader, as many Punks set up and maintained a horizontal
leadership structure in which everyone (theoretically) had an equal say and individual
personalities could be tempered by the will of the group. Cooperation and the sharing of
responsibility within these scenes were the result of this structure.
Communist and Anarchist factions thrived within Punk. The anarchy symbol, a stylized
‘A’ with a circle around it, was a common symbol on clothing and the walls of local
venues. Anarchism, the desire for a freer society with little to no governmental control, was a
common belief held by many punks which helped them identify themselves and protest against
the parent culture. It is one of the most popular symbols in Punk, and the level of attachment to
this symbol depended on an individual’s personal beliefs. It ranged from simply a fashion
statement to a political banner for polemic or protests. Many songs in Punk utilized the term
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anarchy with one of the most famous songs being “Anarchy in the U.K.” by The Sex Pistols. Its
lyrics argue that anarchy was the tool to enact social change; they lash out at the stifling society
that Punks and everyone else were forced to live in, courtesy of the establishment. Specifically,
“I am an antichrist/I am an anarchist/Don’t know what I want/But I know how to get it/ I wanna
destroy passer by” show that the singer labels themselves as unconforming and is comfortable
with using violence to enact change. Change in of itself is the goal and the detail of the change is
secondary. Punk bands wanted to shock those who listened with threats that may or may not be
fulfilled, and anarchy became a popular buzzword to frighten those in power. Otto Nomous
wrote in Race, Anarchy, and Punk Rock: The impact of cultural boundaries within the anarchist
movement (2001) that the majority of those who exhibit pro anarchist tendencies in America
seem to overwhelmingly belong to ‘alternative subcultures’ with one of those being Punk rock
(1). He also writes that “punk rock as a subculture has had a unique history of having a strong
relationship with explicitly anarchist and anti-capitalist political content over the years[...] the
correlation between the punk scene and the anarchist scene is hard to miss, especially at most
anarchist gatherings and conferences” (1). Punks successfully blended the iconography and
beliefs of anarchism into their dress and politics.
Do-It-Yourself and the Impact of Amateurism:
The Do-It-Yourself (DIY) ethos is an important theme that scholars have identified in
Punk. DIY and the amateurism that it supports is a central aspect of Punk. Instead of relying on
professional rock stars to create suitable music, Punk encouraged followers to create the music
themselves. This was Punk’s primary weapon against the perceived excessive commercialization
of the music industry and society at large. Major record labels prioritized profit generation and
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tightly controlled the product that bands were allowed to produce due to the stipulations
contained in their record deals. The lack of creative freedom led to Punk’s championing of
independent record labels which returned intellectual agency to the bands. Amateurism is Punk’s
direct response to the professionalism and greed that they encountered. DIY appeared in various
forms in Punk besides music. Many outfits that were worn by Punk members were handmade
and modified with the intent to show originality and individualism instead of conforming to
major brands. The emphasis of self-determination and self-creation are examples of anarchist
ideals at work. Instead of buying products created by large corporations, Punks rejected those
corporations in favor of self-expression, much like how Punks rejected hierarchical governing
structures in favor of self-determination. Jesse Prinz shows the influence of DIY on fashion and
art creation:
“This practice of making your own clothing was just one manifestation of a broader do-ityourself (or DIY) ethic. Many records are self-produced and independently released with limited
pressings, especially outside Great Britain. Album art and concert flyers often consist of black and
white photocopies. Photocopying is also used to create fanzines – fan made magazines – which
use hand cropped photos, cluttered layouts, and haphazard typography. Glossy magazines are
viewed with scorn, as are mainstream retail outlets that sell punk-inspired clothing. Bands are
accused of selling out when they sign with major labels” (Prinz 587).
The emphasis on self and the ‘ugliness’ of non-professional products were paramount.
Sloppiness and crassness were an aesthetic virtue, and many Punk scenes were influenced by
Dada art, echoed in the unpolished and at times absurd artistic choices that came with the DIY
aesthetic. Both Dada artists and Punk rock critiqued and rejected modern capitalism and
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frequently affiliated themselves with far left or right politics. By creating Punk media, Punk
subculture was able to intentionally transform themselves from consumers of mass media to
agents of cultural production (K.C. Dunn 198). By stating that anyone could be Punk and that
anyone could create, DIY empowered an entire generation of young people to express
themselves and participate. This is the polar opposite of a phenomenon that was appearing in
mainstream rock: that the most popular rock stars were elite and untouchable due to their success
and artistic genius. Fashion and art created by members of these Punk scenes gave a powerful
inside look into Punk culture.

Chapter 2 Methodology:
In order to investigate the characteristics of Punk rock, I reviewed scholarly articles in order to
create a well-defined framework. That literature analyzed Punk rock through sociological,
political, and anthropological lenses, which I used to examine the fundamentals of Punk rock and
its place as a subculture in American society. Yet, Punk is an amorphous term, with many
informal rules and regulations, and has undergone extensive change in its almost 50 years of
existence. It is beyond the limitations of this thesis to categorize and document all unique or
shared characteristics among the major scenes in the US for the last half century. It is still
possible, however, to identify trends within chronological and geographic constraints, so my
work has focused on the first 10 years of punk rock, specifically the mid-70s to the early to mid80s in D.C. and L.A. This period was when Punk’s “first wave” came into existence and started
the Punk phenomenon. I have found that Punk and its members identify themselves as a
subculture which is separate from mainstream culture. Through the creation of unique styles of
dress, a separate musical genre, countercultural political views, and semi-private spaces, Punks
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differentiate themselves from broader American culture. Scholars disagree whether Punk is a
social phenomenon more focused on music and protest than a political movement built for
creating change in local communities.
In the rest of this paper, I will explore specific scenes where Punk trends have uniquely
manifested themselves. Because my research concerns places and people active in the 70s and
80s, records seldom survive for the daily life of these communities. They were thriving before
the Internet, the communities were largely informal, and/or records of concert events,
newsletters, speeches, and other documents either never existed, or have not been digitized and
made available. Yet an important source survives: digitized archives of fanzines created by
members of these communities largely during the “First Wave” of Punk rock in America. These
“zines” (as they are called) give a grassroots look at scenes and the values held by their writers
and presumably their readers. It is my belief that zines are an underutilized academic resource
which oftentimes is only referenced in passing by Punk scholars, if at all. Punk is a movement
largely made up of people who lack extensive academic backgrounds, and the literature most
used to understand Punk is generated by academics who may or may not have direct ties to the
movement. This threatens to mischaracterize the everyday experiences of Punks in favor of
generalized academic arguments and conclusions which focus on Punk as a whole. By
researching Punk zines, the practitioners of Punk comment and document their own experiences
which gives a researcher a clearer picture of the inner workings of specific scenes. Many offer
reviews of upcoming bands, albums, concert venues, and at times contain interviews that help
researchers step into the shoes of a Punk in Southern California or Washington D.C. in the late
70s and early 80s. I am limited to zines that I can find online, but when I find ideas repeated
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more than once either within a particular issue or between publications, that seems evidence of
general trends at work across scenes. The Lit Review helped me identify general trends and
traits, but zines provide a deeper dive into the people who made up those scenes.
Some zines better convey the culture of a scene than others. For Punks in Southern
California, I have used the zines Slash and Flipside. For the Washington D.C. area: Punk Planet,
Brand New Age, Yet Another Unslanted Opinion, and Capitol Crisis. All of the aforementioned
zines were popular for their communities despite their small scale of production, and all intersect
with (confirm or challenge) features of Punk identified by scholars.
There is evidence in the zines that Southern California and Washington D.C. experienced
similar growing pains as they established themselves in their communities. Originally, I wanted
to explore New York City’s Punk culture through zines, as it was the first American city to host
Punk shows and many of the first Punks in America were New Yorkers, but I have not been able
to find enough zines from that area and time period to generate an informed analysis.
Punk zines reveal the inner workings of specific scenes and what was popular and
challenging to its readers (Punks). Zines provided a monthly or quarterly update on the state of
the scene, up-and-coming bands, and highlighted issues that the readers cared about. Enthusiasts
and insiders created these zines, insider views to compare with the writings of scholars who
covered the Punk movement. In the following chapters, I will analyze specific pages of
influential zines created during the First Wave of Punk rock in Los Angeles and Washington
D.C. and compare it to the scholarship of the literature review. While production methods, date
of creation, and intended audiences differed among zine writers and scholars, both groups
covered the same phenomenon: Punk rock in America.
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Chapter 3 Analysis of Washington D.C. Scene:

Overview:
Washington D.C. has housed one of the most influential Punk scenes in America since Punk first
made landfall in the United States in the 1970s. By 1980, Punk rock had firmly rooted in the city,
especially among the hardcore Punk crowd. Several local bands who pioneered this new sound
include Minor Threat, The Bad Brains, Fugazi, and State of Alert. Residents of the D.C. area had
a ravenous appetite for Punk rock, as reflected in the number of bands, venues, radio stations,
record labels, and fanzines. While some Punks wished to leave politics alone and focus on
musical and personal expression, many Punks, and bands such as Minor Threat from the D.C.
area were overtly political and used their perspective on living in America’s capital to highlight
injustices created by the Washington establishment. The first fanzine of note from this scene is
Capitol Crisis.
Capitol Crisis:
Capitol Crisis was a Punk fanzine created by Xyra Harper, Tim Berard, and Steve Gillis in 1980.
Capitol Crisis hailed from Arlington, Virginia, on the other side of the Potomac River from
Washington D.C. Capitol Crisis was one of the more popular D.C. fanzines of the early 1980s
and prominently featured the Do-It-Yourself mentality in their artistic style and content. The
focus of these fanzines was not to make money or to create a polished and professional product.
Fanzines such as this highlighted artistic expression, spread information, and added creative
works to the Punk community. Zines such as Capitol Crisis offered a “free space for developing
ideas and practices,” (Triggs 70) and added intellectual infrastructure in which discourse could
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take place. These zines were created by amateur journalists, cartoonists, and authors who
supported Punk and, in many ways, contrasted with professional music journalism as zine
creative standards were more relaxed than professional journals. Zines featured collage artwork
of photos and cartoons, typewriter generated prose, and personal messages from authors giving
updates for future issues. The publishers handed them out the zines along with partnering record
stores and venues where they were available to anyone. While concrete circulation numbers
don’t exist, Capitol Crisis was well known to other fanzine editors in the area because CC was
referenced by several D.C. zines. From my study of the Washington D.C. fanzine collections, I
believe that CC was one of the best circulated D.C. zines of the 80s.
Capitol Crisis #1 Cover: (Intro to Zines and Intro to Punk Art):
Fig.1 shows the front cover of the first issue of Capitol Crisis, from November 1980. This cover
is stylistically in step with the Punk genre with its grainy resolution, painted script to mimic
graffiti, and motivational maxims. The person in military garb and a gas mask in the foreground
draws in the reader while the three short statements preview the author’s sentiments. The
pictures and statements create an effective hook to persuade a potential reader to open the
zine. Each statement serves a purpose and hints at the author’s political views. The quote “Only
YOU can determine the outcome of your own destiny” (CC #1, 1) is an appeal to Do-It-Yourself
politics that aims to thrust agency into the readers hands instead of being complacent.
“The stripes on your clothes incriminate you” (CC #1, 1) is a reference to one’s fashion
choices and the idea that striped clothing makes a person appear rebellious. These two quotes
complement each other as in order to take control of one’s own destiny, one must stand against
existing power structures and risk the label of rebel. This shows the power and consequences of
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making choices for oneself. The line at the bottom of the page “This tabloid was not created
equal” (CC #1 1) calls attention to social injustice and touts the intellectually free space that this
zine created. Finally, the cost of this issue is $0.25 which adjusting for inflation in 2022 would
equate to $0.85 (usinflationcalculator.com). The cost of this zine in 1980 was on the cheaper side
as during the 1980s newspapers nationwide started to raise their prices with many Sunday issues
rising to as much as $1.00 an issue. CC was roughly published once a month and its price was
much cheaper than a Sunday newspaper. The audience of zines such as CC largely consisted of
youths who had significantly lower levels of income compared to an older audience who
consumed newspapers, and the price of CC ensures it is accessible to its audience.

Capitol Crisis #1 Page Two: (Mission Statement, Role of a Fanzine)

Fig.2 outlines the mission statement of the author and introduces the organization of the
publication. The first paragraph shows a self-awareness of Punk subculture; and the second
paragraph showcases the need for a community voice and further exploration of this club
phenomenon. The need for free thought and change is explicit in the third paragraph and while
the author previously wrote that the zine itself isn’t overtly political, expression protected by the
First Amendment featured in this zine often is political in nature. The text states if more people
read thought provoking alternative literature such as this, then the positive change or “rebellion”
described by the author could take place: “Rebellion induces thought and change which, given a
cause, can become positive and viable. We must evolve and be open to change, and not be
dictated to by the commercial music industry and commercial media” (CC #1, 2). This line
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continues the ideas first introduced on the cover about taking control of one’s own destiny and
inciting change.
Scholars such as K.C. Dunn and Dawson Barrett wrote about the cooperative nature of
many punk organizations and how they often featured horizontal leadership structures. Evidence
that CC fit this mold can be found in the line “There is no room for competitiveness between
staff members: only the mutual desire to create something of interest to ourselves and those of
you out there who share our musical taste and empathize with our views” (CC #1, 2). The desire
to create and educate were at the forefront of this publication. The organization and content of
this zine is typical for this genre; it contains album reviews, venue reviews, news, interviews,
and games or cartoons. In the latter part of this issue the author’s informal language and style can
be seen more clearly. The second page was much more formal, which emphasizes the
seriousness of the editors in their desire to create a fulfilling zine. The rest of the zine is
extremely informal and almost conversational, as self-stylized industry “experts” record events
and make their opinions known. CC also adds “standard” magazine/newspaper features such as
crosswords, cartoons, letters to the editor, and gossip and advice columns. Such standard fare
provides a familiarity to new readers and adds ways to interact with the zine’s readership. Zines
such as CC often prioritized creating a sense of community; fostering dialogue between readers
and writers did exactly that.
Capitol Crisis #1 Page 3: (Venue review and identification of communal spaces)
Fig.3 contains concert venue reviews and gives advice to readers on whether these venues
are worth a visit. The author shows knowledge of the local scene and has an informed opinion on
how the club is operated and what bands are normally booked at these clubs. The clubs listed
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here are smaller clubs, and there is an emphasis on cost effectiveness and types of people who
frequent these clubs. This is one of the hallmarks of Punk zines in the sense that their most
important news and information caters to the geographic area of the publication. Stories and
information that have the highest priority are the ones that are local. A national music magazine
often covers an entire country and sticks to well established or famous bands and concerts with
an occasional piece on ‘up and coming’ bands. These ‘up and coming’ bands have a much larger
following than a band covered in the average Punk zine. The Punk zine is the opposite as they
dig up the “underground” bands of the local scene and bring them to the spotlight. This is
another example of community building through zines as readers can find a new way to connect
with each other through shared readership and by recognizing certain spaces as welcoming. The
identification of friendly physical spaces encourages Punks to congregate at these sites. This aids
in an increase in cohesion and shared identity by providing outlets for like-minded individuals to
spend time together.
Brand New Age #2 Page 14: (beauty, satire, political conflict):
Fig.4 is a page from Brand New Age, DC Punk Archive and the Rachel Sangers
Collection. This is the 14th page from the second issue of Brand New Age which was created in
Arlington, Virginia in 1982 by Mike Ross, Stafford Mather, and Bob Davis. This is a one-page
recurring comic, and the one in this issue outlines conflicts that some Punks faced in the 1980s.
This comic is satirical and derides the infighting between Marxists, Skinheads, and so called
“mainstream” Punks. This gives a unique snapshot into group identity in the Punk scene and falls
in line with scholarly literature describing the role of fashion in identity among Punks. Hair was
an important part of the Punk style and depending on your hairstyle it could mean that you self-
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identified with a particular subculture e.g., shaved heads being indicative that someone is a
“skinhead”. There are also references to conflicts between Skinheads and Punks which have been
documented in other publications. There historically has been a sizable far Left group of Punks,
but this comic importantly points out that Punks can be both followers of Far Left or Right
politics even if they don’t acknowledge each other as Punk.
Self-identification is crucial for subcultures along with the power to label other groups as
different. However, it is important to note the satire in this comic as the author believes that
political conflicts are sometimes deliberately created to justify a position or to gain favor. Intergroup conflicts existed between Punk groups, but their prevalence and consequences are not
clear. There is a high level of self-awareness in these zines, as the journalism in these works goes
beyond solely reporting news or creating reviews. While authors might have differing political
beliefs or agendas for their zines, all showcase a recognition of the Punk community and its
different aspects. It is important to show that there are Punks who disagree with each other on a
variety of issues such as politics, or lifestyle choices such as vegetarianism. There is not a single
national consciousness of what the typical Punk is, but there are boundaries that have been drawn
to differentiate what Punk is not.
The art itself in this comic is extremely stylized and the characters drawn have
exaggerated features and are conventionally unattractive. Punk’s standards of beauty and the
disregard for mainstream ideas of beauty are showcased here. Being “ugly” has more weight
than attempting to draw the author's own definition of a beautiful character. This page is an
expository dialectic centered around beauty and political affiliations within Punk.
Yet Another Unslanted Opinion #1 pg.8: (Political Action):
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This zine was created by Brian Gathy, Frank Charron, and Sean Lesner in Burke,
Virginia in 1985. This zine focuses less on album and venue reviews than other zines such as
Brand New Age or Capitol Crisis, and instead features reader-provided columns, letters, and
interviews with prominent figures in the Washington D.C. Punk community. This zine is a part
of the DC Punk Archive and the Cynthia Uleman Collection.
Fig.5 and the one after it comprise a newsletter written by Mark Andersen, a co-founder
of Positive Force DC and a member of a Washington D.C. nonprofit called Washington Peace
Center. This letter encapsulates common Punk themes of dissatisfaction about the status quo, and
one’s agency and obligation to change the world for the better. Punk decries inaction and marks
those who ignore the world’s problems as guilty by association. The first paragraph sarcastically
describes Generation X as those who complicitly allow the United States to be at the forefront of
global atrocities, and who are only concerned with carving out a comfortable lifestyle. These
Gen X'ers become the “Good Americans who play follow the leader straight into the mushroom
cloud” (Yet Another Unslanted Opinion 8) and therefore are obstacles to reform. The second
paragraph states that there are individuals who do not agree with America’s larger policies (e.g.,
members of the Punk community or antiwar activists), and their voices of dissent are being
drowned out among the over-the-top blind patriotism exhibited by most Americans. The parent
culture forces its values and narrative on all Americans and ignores dissidents. This letter is a
call to mobilize America’s youth. The author pointedly does not describe this movement as a
“recreation of the ‘60s”, but rather a distinctly separate answer to the evolving global problems
of the 1980s.
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The third and fourth paragraphs address the desire of the American establishment and
(popular culture) to silence dissent and tell concerned youth to shut up and accept mainstream
American values. The fourth paragraph also talks about how dissent towards mainstream policies
is considered an attack on the status quo and therefore threaten the establishment. As far as Punk
is concerned, this sentiment is not necessarily detrimental to the movement. Punk thrives upon
challenging established norms and threatening the same establishment which fears Punk (youth)
retaliation and corruptions of character. The conflict that is generated is an opportunity for Punks
to make their mark on the world. The letter again expresses its dissatisfaction with the trend of
“putting blinders on” when a global problem rears its ugly head, and the unfortunate advocacy of
“business as usual” which stifles youth voices and distracts potential reformers from facing the
problems of today. The problem for Punks arises when the establishment either through action or
expectation censors youth voices. Instead of listening to a progressive younger generation, those
in power (in this case Washington politicians) ignore the reforms or negative attention produced
by youths.
Pop culture, celebrities, and fashion become coping mechanisms that blind people to the
real political problems of the day. It works as a sedative for those who refuse to acknowledge the
problems of the day, which Punks both blame the establishment for creating these problems, and
wider culture for providing the distractions. Consumerism occupies the minds of Americans who
care more about purchasing a new TV than confronting the challenges presented by globalism.
The final paragraph again uses appeals to convince the reader they themselves have the power to
change the popular narrative, and to make their voices heard. This entire page leads up to the
bottom of the next page which gives details of upcoming events in the D.C. area in the summer
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that are organized in part by Positive Force and the Peace Center. The newsletter stresses the
need for political action, and subsequently gives readers opportunities to act. The establishment
believes in “business as usual” which means if change is to happen, motivated youths will have
to do it themselves (DIY). This zine was likely limited to the Washington D.C. metropolitan
area, so most readers would have been near the planned events. The editorial speaks to the local
youth who make up Yet Another Unslanted Opinon’s readership.
Yet Another Unslanted Opinion pg.9:
Fig.6 is a continuation of the previous page and ties off the section. A June 11th event
protests current Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger of the Reagan administration.
Weinberger oversaw a massive increase in defense spending and was a highly visible member of
the American military machine. Many Punks viewed America’s runaway defense spending as
escalating Cold War tensions instead of providing added protection against the USSR (which
was one rationale of the Reagan administration). This march took place just a year before the
Iran-Contra scandal, which led to the indictment of several members of Reagan’s administration,
including Secretary Weinberger, and which served to confirm America’s warmongering agenda.
The next event is a Rock Against Racism/Reagan concert, continuing the prominent
“Rock Against Reagan” concerts during the 1984 Presidential race which sought to show public
displeasure with Reagan and advocate for his opponent Walter Mondale. Many Punks despised
Reagan and D.C. Punks used their proximity to the seat of the federal government to add
visibility to their organized events. Finally, an August event commemorates the 40th anniversary
of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, to honor the victims and warn against future use of nuclear
weapons. All these activities are in the author’s view viable activities that could comprise a
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larger wave of youth activism, and something to turn the tide against American ignorance. The
newsletter concludes with contact information for The Peace Center and their supporting
magazine “Off Center”. Due in part to the not-for-profit nature of Punk zines and an emphasis on
cooperation, the readers of Yet Another Unslanted Opinion learn about another publication
espousing sympathetic values. Professional media seldom carries advertisements for competing
publications; this is yet another way in which Punk zines forwent the trend of competitiveness
and zero-sum capitalism that is exemplified in almost every industry in America. The D.C. Punk
scene and its zines carry a highly visible political tone, in part due to their geographic location.
Punks across America largely disliked both federal and local governmental control, however
many Punks by virtue of being mostly youths with little income didn’t possess the necessary
funds to make cross-country trips to support political action. This problem was largely solved in
the D.C. metro area because mobilized youths were much closer to Washington and the culture
of political activism that resided in the city. This made local zines attractive locations for
organizations such as The Peace Center to drum up in person support.
WDC Period Vol.1 #16 pg.42: (Religion)
WDC Period was a zine created by Gordon Gordon, John Labovitz, Tim Winciski, and
Dan Snoke in Washington D.C. in 1987. This zine heavily featured reader submitted works and
local band interviews. While the content of each volume varied based on what was submitted by
readers during each production cycle, ultimately it was the editor’s final decision on what to
publish. Therefore, it can be inferred that the publishers wouldn’t include anything that they
vehemently disagreed with, and all parts of the publication can ultimately be tied to the creators
and publisher’s viewpoints and agenda for the zine. Fig.7 was a column on page 42 written by
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Bob Black and concerns the state of religious criticism and the role of Church and State in
America.
This column responds to the New Right of the 1980s, which featured a revival of
religious conservatism and the championing of “family values”. This wave of conservatism was
a marked departure from the previous two decades of secularization in schools and government
and featured the advancement of reproductive and minority rights. The columnist decries the
seeming political ineptitude of leftists and liberals which pave the way for the “theocratic New
Order” championed by religious conservatives in general and (inferred through the author’s
writings) by Republicans particularly. Black writes those religious conservatives now dictate the
narrative as leftists have been relegated to being “reactionaries” and politically fractured and the
Left’s activism of the 1960s has officially lost its original purpose and agency. The decade
between the 60s and the present 80s did not help the perceived need to critique and limit popular
religion’s hold on society as “A media-manufactured white ethnic “hardhat” fad espoused by
some opportunistic intellectuals further insulated popular piety from the criticism and contempt it
deserved” which in turn allowed, in the author’s viewpoint, an assault on reproductive rights. No
effective counter to this occurred as Black believes that “The Left proved useless. It was busy
disintegrating into countless special interest groups, each aspiring to the envied position of
victim-group which the black has assumed with such seeming success.”
This dissatisfaction with current politics and the tug of war over which values would
become mainstream is a callback to the early years of Punk rock in the late 1970s. To claim that
the only reason why Punk was created was to comment on religious matters would be false, but it
is an interesting insight into one of the reasons why many Punks were disenchanted with popular
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culture and sought to unite under an alternative label and culture. Liberals failed to voice their
disagreement and were relegated to the notion that “A liberal is a guy who leaves the room when
an argument turns into a fight[...] The New Agers syncretized the worst mushminded,
narcissistic, and accommodationist currents of the Counterculture (the New Left at play) into a
new religion of resignation”. It is Black’s view that liberals lost their resolve and resigned
themselves to avoiding confrontation and accepting everything as truth. Black uses controversial
leaders who had distinct religious backgrounds such as Francisco Franco and Ayatollah
Khomeini to show that “always and everywhere the religious fanatics have been the (throat)
cutting edge of reaction”. Black also likens the New Right’s use of technology fueled
propaganda as something that Joseph Goebbels would have approved of. All names were
infamous, cited effectively to demonize the other side (conservatives). Black contrasts this with
the notion that no effective leader has united the New Left in the same way religious
conservatives have been brought together. This is in Black’s eyes another failure of liberal
politics.
Black highlights the different viewpoints of liberals and conservatives regarding what is
taught in compulsory school curricula. Creationism versus evolution is a flashpoint, and Black
writes that conservatives are left wondering why sexual education is allowed in schools and
prayer is not. Black’s viewpoint of the role of religion becomes clear in the last column of his
writings as he describes “Religion always represents the permanent possibility of repression.
God, the ultimate patriarch and absolute authority, strives to consolidate His dictatorship”. Black
believes that religion can be used in a positive manner on an individual basis but rejects the
notion that it should be used as a model for society as a whole. He concludes that “Not just
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religious cranks meddling in politics, but religion and politics themselves pose the permanent
problem of [...] the eternal alliance of Throne and Altar”. Black believes that Church and State
should have nothing to do with each other. He also believes that to prevent America from being
turned into a theocracy by religious conservatives, the abolition of both Church and State are
necessary due to their inherent tendency to authoritarianism.
While explicit discussion of the complexities and pitfalls of religion is not necessarily
Punk per se, the attitude of refusing to support and be a part of overarching religious/political
structures is Punk. The refusal to be controlled by an omnipresent construct (religion) and the
institutions that it creates (e.g., the Church) are classic anarchical tropes. When Black voices his
frustration about individuals from a similar background such as his (liberals) refusing to entertain
confrontation and healthy discourse, another familiar Punk trope is exposed. Punk strives for and
in many ways invites controversy and confrontation. Identifying a perceived flaw in society and
challenging its role in the parent culture is a hallmark of Punk, and often that action is manifested
in the content and presentation within the zines themselves.
However, it must be noted that Black uses language and references that are far too
complex for the average reader of a Punk zine fully to understand. Teenagers and young adults
are not knowledgeable about the Enlightened Humanistic thinkers that Black references
repeatedly in his opinion piece. The target audience for this zine lacks prerequisite knowledge
required to fully understand the last twenty years of political discourse and expression that Black
discusses, simply because these events would have occurred before many reader’s births. If they
never learned about it in school or independent study, subsequently the younger readers of WDC
would never have known about these events and therefore lack the knowledge base to understand
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this article. Black has an academic background and is a professional writer, this automatically
sets him apart from the target audience of WDC. There is a level of assumed superiority in this
piece and despite its seemingly Punk solution seems out of place with the rest of this zine’s
content. Zines are often informal to the extreme, so this piece stands out even more due to its
academic prose.
The piece produces an interesting juxtaposition with the ad for cross jewelry in the top
left corner of the page. Black readily critiques mass religion and its shallowness in the 1980s, the
opposite message of what the ad is pushing. The ad for products by J.B. Creations highlights the
power of prayer and offers readers a way to become closer to God through an expensive personal
religious item. The 14k gold option for the cross is $84.95 and the 18k gold option retails for
$124.95 with a much cheaper sterling silver price of $24.95. These prices in 1987 would equate
to $212.16, $312.06, and $62.31 in 2022 (usinflationcalculator.com) and this is almost
guaranteed to be well out of the price range of WDC’s readership and dwarfs the zine’s cost of
$1.00 which would be just $2.50 in today’s dollars. The ad’s placement suggests that it is not
meant to be taken seriously at face value and serves an almost comedic purpose. The ultimate
reason for this ad being in the zine will never be discovered, but it fits well with the theme of
religious critique which is the main focus of this page and the tension that is created for the
reader. One of Punk’s main ways of critiquing mainstream culture is finding hypocrisy or
absurdity in central institutions and symbols and exposing them. Popular piety is attacked by
Black’s opinion piece and set adjacent to an ad which offers expensive iconographic jewelry
(crosses). The main symbol of the conservative right is a consumer good for sale while its
leaders threaten the advancements that the progressives won in the previous two decades. The
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sincerity and legitimacy of religion is reduced by portraying religion’s effects as harmful and
surface level. Simultaneously, the prose of Black’s piece is beyond the abilities of most Punks,
and the symbol of the dominant religion of America is out of the price range of the readers.
Chapter 4 Los Angeles Punk Scene Case Study:
Overview:
Los Angeles was like Washington D.C., New York City, Detroit, Houston, and several
other cities in that it housed a blossoming and vibrant Punk community with influential bands
and venues. Los Angeles was an early destination of major foreign Punk bands such as the Clash
and the Sex Pistols. While most local bands never made it outside of Southern California, The
Runaways, Black Flag, NOFX, and China White became nationally recognized. The smaller
bands either flamed out early or maintained a rabid underground fan base and shunned corporate
labels in order to maintain an artistically genuine sound. Many local bands had neither the
fanbase nor desire to join the corporate side of music (“sell out”), and stayed true to “traditional”
Punk values of creating music for enjoyment and for the benefit of the Punk community. Bands
who got a major label contract were often accused of prioritizing profit over artistic sincerity,
and the same fans who supported these bands in their early years began to look upon them with
disgust and a sense of betrayal (Slash 10,6).
The Los Angeles Punk scene comprised an amorphous mass of backgrounds,
perspectives, and tastes. The Hollywood scene tended to be populated by older Punks who often
clashed artistically and intellectually with the more hardcore suburban/beach Punks. The 1980s
saw a rise in the amount of violence and clashes with police and extremist Punks such as
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skinheads during concerts and at specific clubs and venues. Southern California Punk was
anything but united, especially with the existence of multiple scenes within Los Angeles itself.
Los Angeles also had an enthusiastic and dedicated community of zine authors and
publishers. In Los Angeles, Slash and Flipside enjoyed a large and consistent following, by Punk
zine standards. Many small zines never made it past a handful of publications and a few hundred
copies in their print runs. However, Slash was able to produce 29 issues over the course of three
years and Flipside steadily created content from 1977 to 2000 in print and video format.
Slash Vol.1 No.1 Pg.3:
Slash magazine was created by Steven Samiof, Melanie Nissen, and Claude “Kickboy
Face” Bessy in 1977 and ran for three years before the main contributors of the zine left to focus
on other projects such as Slash Records, a local Punk label founded by some of the main Slash
contributors. Slash chronicled the advent of Punk rock in America, and its first few issues
highlight the new movement and its position with respect to established music such as Disco
music and what is known today as “Classic Rock”. Slash sold for a reasonable fifty cents in 1977
which in 2022 dollars would equate to $2.34 (usinflationcalculator.com) for a 20-page
magazine.
In Fig.8 the debut editorial starts with a reference to Disco being one of the main genres
of music popular with Los Angeles residents. Slash records the first rumblings of fringe music
fans who were disillusioned both with Disco and professional rock stars’ sound and culture.
Slash concludes that Punks appeared to be responsible for an increasing amount of violence at
shows. Slash alludes to a radically different style of dress featured by these Punks such as
“slashed clothing, repulsive make-up, and bondage paraphernalia” which is not considered
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fashionable by non-Punks. The zine describes this as “an English phenomenon” to take root in
Los Angeles and “a possible rebirth of true rebel music,” a welcome change from the stagnant
pop and rock genres that had a stranglehold on music for the previous decade or more. Slash’s
mission is like many Punk zines in the sense that it prioritizes the desire to document (or grow)
the emerging Punk scene.
Slash shares commonly held views of Punks such as that the music of the last several
years was too theoretical and elitist which made it less relatable to the average fan. The non-stop
recording and publishing of boring “concept albums, their cosmic discoveries and their pseudophilosophical inanities” further distanced rock from Punk crowds. The editorial also underlines
the age difference between Punks and Classic Rock fans. It was a stated objective to drive the old
rich rockers to retirement homes in Florida while the young Punks grabbed the spotlight. Punks
(youths) drew lines between themselves and the larger (adult) rock crowd. The editorial stakes a
Punk ethos claim with a quote from popular British Punk band The Clash: “NO ELVIS,
BEATLES OR ROLLING STONES IN 1977!”. In this first volume the writers clearly state who
they are and what they believe in.
Early in 1977 there were few American-grown Punk bands as influential or as popular as
the British bands. This is part of the reason why British bands initially received a sizable amount
of coverage by these zines compared to local bands. The gradual increase of coverage (in later
issues) of local bands and the subsequent reduction of foreign coverage shows the growth of the
Los Angeles scene.
Slash Vol.1 No.3 Pg.3:
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Fig.9 is an editorial that focuses on the dynamic between young Punks rejecting
mainstream rock and its commercialism and elitism. Slash identifies the new Punk movement as
rejecting previously established norms and values and the potential conflict that it generates
“There is nothing more puzzling to a generation than the emergence of a new movement which
openly rejects what everyone had come to think of as reliable’ ‘new” values''. Punks view the
music of the previous decades as stale, recycled, and too profit oriented and the original spirit of
rebellion that rock and other genres had previously exhibited at one point is now dead and firmly
a part of the establishment. The fans of rock over the past decade who are already out of touch
with the youth are described as just in their thirties which suggests an age ceiling for a typical
Punk fan in Los Angeles being their late twenties. Slash likens the treatment that rock fans gave
Punks as a cyclical phenomenon, as the 50s initially labeled Elvis as non-music and the 60s
labeling the Rolling Stones or The Pretty Things as deviant. The music and values which
belonged to the new music wave did not match up with the previous (dominant) generation’s
definition of music and culture. The new music wave was subsequently attacked for not being
“real” music and its members were treated as outcasts by older music generations. Slash believes
that Punk is experiencing the same cyclical treatment.
Slash describes rock as creating a polemic narrative around Punk and refusing to accept
its legitimacy because “What they are doing is brutally, forcefully shattering our ideas of what
modern popular music is like” and therefore refuse to understand Punk’s deeper meanings and
instead ridicule the opposing values that Punks possess. For example, many rock fans and
musicians prided themselves on technical proficiency and professionalism while Punk prioritized
amateurism. Slash writes that this is one of many fundamental disagreements between the two
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crowds. Slash takes its turn in criticizing media competitors in the last two paragraphs as certain
zines attempt to bridge mainstream and underground music which in Slash’s view results in a
confusing mess for readers. Slash asserts the idea that mainstream rock and Punk cannot mix or
coexist, and that Punk has in fact accelerated the death spiral of rock. There is zero compromise
suggested by Slash between rock and Punk, this tension is prominent in Punk throughout the
chronological scope of this paper. This edition was published in August ‘77, at the beginning of
the Punk rock phenomena. Punk’s many disagreements and conflicts with the rock industry and
its fans was apparent from the earliest writings of this scene.
Slash Vol.2 No.10 Pg.6:
Fig.10 contains an edition of Slash published in November 1979 with a price of $1.00
($3.91) (usinflationcalculator.com); by then, the publication was in full swing documenting and
sharing what was by now a developed Punk movement in Los Angeles. This 40-page publication
suggested the growth of this monthly zine and its depth and size set it apart from many zines
which usually hovered in the 15–20-page range. This edition features a staggering 8 band
interviews along with several opinion pieces, album reviews, and comics. Slash has a level of
professionalism not seen in most zines. Most publications were run by two or three people at
maximum, Slash had five principal editors/contributors along with an additional 9 contributors in
this edition. It also has several more ads than many zines and its format is much cleaner in its
typeset and art than many other zines. In a way, Slash toes the line between professionalism and
the Do-It-Yourself ethic as it conducts what it considers to be serious journalism while keeping
Punk values at its heart. The letters to the editor section, which occupies most of page six, helps
wrangle Slash back into the crass and amateurish lens that is more typical of Punk. One of the
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main editors, Claude “Kickboy” Bessy, responds to reader’s letters in a much more
confrontational and direct way which clashes with professional journalism’s ethical norms.
Kickboy maintains a small and rather informal gap between readers and editors which would not
be possible in a strictly professional music magazine.
The first letter on the top left of the page is from the leader of a band called The
Stepmothers, who in the leader’s eyes received less than flattering coverage in the previous
month’s issue. The letter includes several threats and insults to the editors and an invitation to
meet up and fight somewhere in Los Angeles before ending with a facetious sign off “Love,
Steve Jones”. Even though there was no direct reply to this particular reader, it suggests the
willingness of the editors to accept and showcase negative criticism and multiple views about
their work and leave it to the rest of the readers to form their own opinions about the matter.
Conflict and confrontation were major themes in this zine and simultaneously created interest in
the publication and offered opportunities for editors and members of the community to air
grievances or opinions. The letters to the editors’ sections in zines such as Slash offered a
sounding board for community matters and served the readership as a sort of pre-Internet forum.
Slash’s vulgar and direct replies echoed the language which the readers used themselves.
Profanity is thoroughly laced throughout the letters and replies and reads as an in-person
argument that has been transcribed onto paper. The letter itself contains explicit language and the
choice to include it in this month’s issue was not open to most newspapers or magazines.
Professional journalism largely relies on corporate advertisement and the explicit language
featured in every page of Slash creates an environment unsuitable for most companies' ads.
Punks, and subsequently the editors of Slash did not feel it necessary to censor their language or
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content, which automatically made them an unlikely partner for large companies. Instead, the ads
featured in Slash are largely small businesses, local bands, or personals. Punk content scares off
the establishment due to its message and art and allows for small groups or individuals to control
the space. This contrasts to professional journalism which routinely features major companies,
sometimes giving a single company a full-page ad that was paid for, or whole sections of ads and
specials. Due to professional norms and regulations, newspapers or magazines feature much
‘cleaner’ language which would not offend potential readers or produce negative views of
companies who take up ad space in the publication.
The second letter of note is located on the bottom left of the page and extends to the top
of the middle column. In this letter a reader named The Queen Mother disputes factual
information about the concert that one of the writers Chris D. reviewed and criticizes a band
member for seemingly having to step in and play the bass as a part of an emergency and
commenting that the band in question was too inebriated to put together a coherent performance.
The Queen Mother decries a seeming lack of professionalism exhibited by the band members
during the concert. Kickboy responds with clarification and several insults and defends one of
the band members (De De) for not being an expert on the bass while filling in for an unknown
reason. Kickboy then writes that the original reviewer Chris D. thinks that Queen Mother is “a
heartless and cynical motherfuck” and afraid to take their own chances and show artistic bravery
like De De displayed during the concert. Kickboy believes artistic bravery and solving problems
on-the-fly is more important to a show than being a technically proficient performer. Kickboy
adds his own insults as well before signing off with “keep in touch”. This letter showcases the
willingness to defend one’s work and even goes so far as to attack the reader for being a bad
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person all the while leaving the door open for further discourse/readership with the humorous
“keep in touch” line. This exchange further dismantles the barrier between reader and writer as
many Punk acts intentionally shrugged off the untouchable rockstar persona and encouraged
genuine interaction with fans. Punks (bands, editors, fans, etc.) were open to criticism by the
community, but simultaneously were defended by that same community.
The next letter of note is directly under the previous one, where a reader by the name of
Adam Hazard decries what in his eyes is the replication of elitism and commercialism with some
of the nationally recognized Punk bands now charging unreasonable admission prices. Hazard
labels The Dils, Mutants, Dead Kennedys, and Screamers who all charged $8 ($31.26)
(usinflationcalculator.com) at a venue in New York and compares it to a Dils quote in another
influential LA Punk zine Flipside as saying the band would boycott the popular Hollywood
venue Whisky a Go Go for charging $5 ($19.54) for tickets. Hazard is frustrated and grapples
with one of the core conflicts of Punk rock for bands which is the tug of war between the desire
to become commercially profitable and staying true to Punk values of accessibility and the
prioritization of local hometown crowds instead of national venues. Hazard then writes that
these bands should remember who supported them initially and that by raising their prices the
target audience shifts from genuine Punks to rich people who do not embrace the core values of
the movement. Kickboy responds by asserting that the bands themselves should have the chance
to clear the air themselves before true judgment can be passed. Slash serves as a locus of
communication among the various members of the scene and provides the opportunity for
dialogue for members of the community who might not have that same chance in person. The
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Punks represented in this letter remain acutely aware of the level of accessibility that bands and
clubs offer and call the community to attention when unreasonable conditions are encountered.
The last two letters talk about the raucous nature of Punk crowds and the types of
activities that band members and audience members sometimes display. There are multiple
references to drug use and violence at these concerts, and more criticism of The Whisky which
seems to be a popular, yet polarizing venue among the Punk crowds. Drug use is a divisive topic
in the Punk community, as many members indulged in alcohol and illegal drugs at concerts and
daily life, while many Punks made efforts to live a ‘clean’ life free of drugs or alcohol. The
straight-edge movement would pick up steam in the early 1980s as a response, which
championed a life free of drugs and alcohol, with a large portion of the straight-edge crowd
going further and refusing to eat meat or wear animal products. The disagreements and conflicts
that drug use brought to concerts led many clubs to ban alcohol sales and drug use within the
premises. The rest of the final letter devolves into anecdotal rambling to which Kickboy writes a
sarcastic reply which marks the end of this month’s letters section. The editors have a unique
relationship with the audience that helps reinforce the sense of community even though those
same members can have radically different views on the same subjects. The letters section serves
as a print forum where the average reader can both make themselves heard and learn more about
the personal views of the editors and fellow readers. Newspapers had letters to the editor
sections, but this version takes the informal angle to the extreme and helps soften up the more
professional journalism (band interviews) that marks the rest of the edition.
Slash Vol.2 #11 pg.4:
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Fig.11 is an edition of Slash published in December 1979. Its editorial concerns the state
of club violence at Punk shows and the duty that the community has to uphold peace and look
out for one another. While the column starts out by stating that Punk violence is largely a
sensationalized concept, there is a real danger to concert goers in the Los Angeles area in the
form of “the systematic violence on the part of blood-thirsty bouncers at every major fashionable
concert”. In this column, Slash expands upon the idea that while occasionally individual
members of concert crowds might become problematic enough to receive rough treatment from
club bouncers, most incidents are instigated by power hungry and violence seeking bouncers.
Instead of allowing this behavior to continue, Slash proposes steps that concert goers should
enact in order to change the recent narrative of overly aggressive security details.
“Look for witnesses if nasty incidents occur, obtain the name of the security organization, the
name or number of the uniformed ape, report it to the police if sufficiently serious and since
nothing will result report it to this paper, if we can focus the blame on the most blatant goon squads
it's always possible to - if not put them out of business - at least warn concert-goers beforehand of
their presence at particular future shows”
Slash contends that these steps are necessary in order to pressure concert organizers to either
relax their conduct policies or to not hire certain individuals or organizations for private security
for future shows. This is an example of DIY at work in the form of self-care, and it requires that
individuals take action themselves instead of hoping that the flawed system of violent bouncers
fixes itself. Slash believes in and champions the power of individual and communal action in the
idea that the best way to enact change is to do it yourself. Individuals seeking change quickly
turns into the community as a whole mobilizing around a particular issue. Slash again reinforces
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the notion that silence (inaction) will not solve these problems in stating that “But if you make
your quiet little way to the hospital, get stitched up and shrug the whole thing off you’re as
stupid as your assailant and you [deserve] each other ‘cos you have the perfect relationship
going”. The burden is firmly put on the concert goers (Punk community) to change the reality of
these concerts and to not suffer in silence. Instead of naively hoping for a spontaneous change of
heart from the concert organizers, Slash believes that Punks should stand up for themselves and
be agents of change. Silence solves nothing, and discourse resulting in action is the preferred
method of revising one’s community.
This column also comments upon the state of “Punk spaces” in Los Angeles, and the fact
that by December 1979 more locations are opening to the Punk community in addition to the
early adopters of this sound and communal phenomena. Slash writes that “besides the 3 or 4
punk/new wave meccas we spend half of our conscious life in there are now others that regularly
feature the best and worst of what’s going on” and names specific venues such as Blackie’s on
La Brea, King’s Palace, Gazarri’s, and the El Capulin/Anticlub which now cater to the Punk
crowd. It can be argued that Punk rock in Los Angeles by the end of 1979 became an established
scene as the city unofficially opened to this community via clubs adjusting to the Punk crowd.
The fight against regulation/moderation and the professional music industry is a chief issue
among L.A. Punks. Punk acts who still embraced their roots such as The Weirdos fought against
management over raising entry and drink prices in order to keep their shows accessible to
everyone in true Punk fashion. There also was an attempt to keep spaces free of corporate
influence as venues such as King’s Palace being lauded for being a haven for the “unsigned,
unfashionable, or unsignable” and featuring “more bands for less money”. Slash suggests that
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Punks should savor places such as these before record labels become aware of them and
corporatize them. This column also references the fact that “beach satellites” of Punk have been
popping up and producing their own Punk acts which points to the proliferation of the Punk
sound from Los Angeles to the surrounding area of Southern California (and Northern
California).
Another part of this column concerns the plight of Margot, who is a member of the Go
Go’s who recently found herself in legal trouble which was largely attributed to overzealous
concert security which resulted in a felony drug charge. Individual concerts often have charity
aspects to them, and a benefit concert produced and performed by Plugz, Gears, and Go Go’s is
broadcasted by Slash in order to help Margot with legal fees associated with her arrest. The DIY
ethos appears again in this zine as Punks in their own way provide their own legal defense and
support. The Punk community routinely exhibits behavior patterns which prioritize the wellbeing
of community members, and the examples in this column being standing up to dangerous
bouncers and keeping members out of jail “There are millions of good causes but one that beats
them all is one’s very own freedom. Which means your friends’ freedom too”. Whether it is due
to anarchical leanings, or the emphasis on individuality, Punks hold freedom as one of their top
values. Freedom from incarceration is an example of this in practice. This speaks to the insular
nature of the Los Angeles Punk community where assistance is sought from within instead of
more traditional sources which would be outside the community.
The final part of the column talks about a new movie called “Cruising” which was
produced by William Friedkin, a successful filmmaker who earlier in the decade directed
critically acclaimed movies such as The French Connection (1971) and The Exorcist (1973).
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Cruising which featured A-list actors such as Al Pacino, took place in the New York area and
concerned the leather scene of the 1970s and indirectly the gay community. Gay clubs in 1970s
New York would frequently feature patrons wearing leather outfits, and those same patrons
tended to use leather products for bondage purposes as well. This film was subject to protest by
gay rights activists, and subject to local boycotts due to its perceived negative and stereotypical
portrayal of the gay community. Slash comments about the resulting backlash and its
implications for the L.A. scene. The Los Angeles connection to the film comes in the form of
local Punk band The Germs providing most of the soundtrack for the movie. This seeming
contradiction of local groups protesting the movie while a local band is featured on a major
movie release highlights the at times fractured nature of the Los Angeles Punk community.
While still belonging to the overarching umbrella of Punk rock, individual political beliefs and
values can vary widely within the same scene. Slash writes that The Germs do not care for
popularity and suggests that providing a soundtrack for this movie is a part of their creative
mission. This is an interesting take because by contributing to a major film, The Germs have the
potential to gain attention from a national audience despite seemingly cold responses from their
home base of Los Angeles. This endeavor had the potential for a positive net gain of fans where
a national audience could replace and increase, and fans lost by the band among Los Angeles
Punks. Whether or not this decision really was due to their creative mission instead of aspirations
for popularity is not apparent in this column. However, it is important to note the willingness of
Punk bands listed in this column who have the capacity to stand up for their local fans (The
Weirdos protesting ticket prices) or to potentially alienate parts of their local fan bases in the
name of creative freedom (The Germs contributing to Cruising’s soundtrack).
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The final line of this editorial reads:“Remember, if you don’t make the news someone
else will, and they won’t taste halfway as good”. This line references the idea that in order to
control a narrative (whether it concerns Punk), one must be the one producing it. The editors of
Slash are insiders to the community, and they produce what they believe is an accurate portrayal
of the daily lives of L.A. Punks. In Slash’s third edition on page three (Fig.9) the editorial claims
that Punk and rock spheres cannot intersect, either through shared zine publications or physically
occupying the same space. It functions as a jab at other local zines who attempt to bridge an
impassable gap between the two groups, and the subsequent journalism that is produced is
subpar compared to Slash. This statement from an earlier zine is echoed in this closing line as
Slash (Punks) believe that their experiences and their narratives are the only ones that count. It is
the belief of Slash that publications who are not immersed in Punk culture or knowledgeable
about Punks cannot capture the community as well as they can. The Do-It-Yourself ethos is at
work in these pages, as it is up to the knowledgeable and active Punk to create responsible
literature about Punk itself.

Flipside Video Zine #1 1984:
Flipside was a fanzine created in 1977 in Whittier, California by five high school friends:
Al Kowalewski, Patrick DiPuccio (Pooch), Larry Lash (Steven Shoemaker), Tory, and X-8 (Sam
Diaz). Flipside began its life like many other Punk zines in that it started as a small project that
was kept alive through the hard work of the creators, but where Flipside distinguished itself from
the myriad of small zines published in this area in the late 70s was the fact that it eventually grew
into a widely spread publication that in the 80s had reached over 6,500 copies per print run with
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sales being recorded in 12 states and four countries overall with additional printing done for
European consumption in Germany (Flipside 16,2). From 1979 to 1989 the zine was co-owned
and co-edited by Hudley “Hud” Flipside (Holly Duvall Cornell) and starting in 1984 Flipside
expanded into video zines which documented live performances of bands that were frequently
featured in Flipside such as Social Distortion, The Vandals, Black Flag, 100 Flowers, and Toy
Dolls. In their first video zine the hour plus long project contained performances from Social
Distortion, Vandals, Sin 34, Black Flag, RF7, D.I., T.S.O.L., Descendents, MDC, Circle Jerks,
Husker Du, and Youth Brigade. The video zine gives a dynamic viewpoint of the bands featured,
and further expands on showcasing the actual realities of a concert in a way that print struggles
to capture. While there is much less social commentary on the part of Flipside which would be
typical of a print production, the content in this video zine vitally documents the live actions and
performances of the bands. This video constitutes Fig.12.
Timestamp: https://youtu.be/oZfoyzZ-TW0?t=128
The first band covered in this video zine is Social Distortion which hailed from Fullerton,
California and was a staple of the Southern California scene. Starting at 2:07 the band begins to
play the intro to one of their songs until the 2:41 mark. The intro has elements of surf rock with a
slower tempo which matches the introduction given by a Flipside employee which describes the
band members as active participants in the California surf scene. Later in the song at the 2:42
mark the song in typical Punk fashion immediately switches to a sharper and focused attack
which introduces the lyrical start of the song. The audio quality leaves listeners with something
to be desired as the vocals are not discernable from the background music, however the yelled
harmonies by the drummer and others and the flat vocals from the lead singer better resemble the
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hardcore scene of the 80s. The song including its intro lasts from 2:07-6:53 which is a 4 minute
and 46 second run which is long for a Punk song of this era. The abrupt end to the song after the
final repeated chord progression is another hallmark of Punk rock and helps keep the audience
on edge and attentive. The style exhibited by these band members largely falls into the broad
umbrella of Punk aesthetic as the lead singer has dyed black hair spiked upwards with a
significant amount of hair product and sports a singular earring. He is also wearing black, a color
while not unique to Punk, was a common Punk fashion trend of the day. The abbreviated guitar
solo in the middle of the song also fits into the larger narrative of Punk where many acts shunned
excessively long and technical guitar solos in favor of simplicity.
Timestamp:https://youtu.be/oZfoyzZ-TW0?t=415
The second band that is featured in this zine is The Vandals who appear at the 6:55 mark.
This scene which runs until the 8:50 mark showcases The Vandals at one of their concerts. The
lead singer has bleached blonde hair which again is typical of 80s Punk fashion, and the rest of
the band members wear mismatching clothing which is most likely due to personal preference
and style (and emphasizes individuality). This scene shows a more stereotypical picture of a
Punk concert as the lead singer mostly chants the same two lines while being backed musically
by the rest of the band members. After listening to the rough audio quality of the video the singer
appears to be chanting a message which appears to be among the lines of disparaging remarks
aimed at the government. The crowd is seemingly enticed into a fever pitch, and several
audience members throughout the clip attempt to get on stage while occasionally being tossed
back into the crowd by venue security. The singer is unfazed at the crowd of people physically
surrounding him on stage and continues his anti-government rant. The singer eventually makes a
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rude hand gesture to the crowd, and the song again immediately is cut off. Instead of following
traditional musical avenues on how to end a song such as a decrescendo or the finishing of a
chord progression, many Punk songs such as this kill the sound abruptly. The Vandals are
featured again, as the video shows them as guests on a radio show where the members comment
upon a new movie coming out called “Suburbia” which allegedly is supposed to portray youth
struggles in the Punk community. The Vandals state in the video that they both acted in the
movie and contributed songs for it. The movie was written and directed by Penelope Spheeris
and produced by Roger Corman. The film’s plot concerns young fans of Punk rock who run
away from their homes in the suburbs in order to fully embrace the Punk lifestyle. The Vandals
say that the movie has its own positives and negatives and may only be a subpar representation
of Punk culture, but they endorse it anyways. The desire for greater publicity appears to trump
the band’s desire for a thematically accurate movie.
Timestamp:https://youtu.be/oZfoyzZ-TW0?t=1218
Black Flag makes its appearance in this zine at the 20:20 mark and features the band
performing two songs. The first song is very short and only lasts to the 21:50 mark which
includes the intro and features an air-raid siren sounding crescendo from the guitars and a
buildup from the drummer. The band then uses cues set by the group to immediately shift into
the vocal portion of the song and singer Henry Rollins sings in an aggressive manner without his
shirt. His actions feature exaggerated and aggressive body language that combines with the
music to create a threatening stage presence. Many Punks favored threatening songs or actions in
conjunction with threatening behavior. The off-putting nature of Black Flag’s act likely would be
perceived as problematic by non-Punks, however the Punk crowd at the concert embraces the
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band. After the 21:50 mark the video jumps to a later song at the same concert with the camera
angle showing the tightly packed front rows of the standing room only concert venue. The fans
that are closest to the stage are repeatedly shoved off by a venue worker if they try to take the
stage. The music is slower than the previous song and the guitars follow a simple three chord
progression, the vocals are mostly in tune with the music, but retains a shouted quality that
suggests an intentional lack of polish. Overtly professional or studio-quality sound is not present
at this concert. The song ends at the 23:20 mark with the crowd seemingly clamoring for more.
These video clips help viewers understand the energy and atmosphere of mid 80s
hardcore punk in the Southern California area which features at times rabid crowds and
performers, and a seeming lack of control. Actions such as those exhibited in the clips form an
alternative narrative to what Slash references as bouncers becoming too rough with a mostly
innocent crowd. Crowd members in these clips are repeatedly shoved off the stage and a mosh
pit of sorts forms directly in front of the stage where presumably the most dedicated fans inhabit.
The potential for violence is apparent when certain acts are on the stage. The Vandals and Black
Flag worked their crowds into a frenzy while Social Distortion seemed to either be playing alone
in a sound check or performing less provocative songs. Just like how individual political or
moral beliefs varied depending on the musical group, the concert culture appears to follow the
band’s lead. Spontaneous acts of violence were the result of individual actions or group conflict
within the crowd. While certain clubs had rules governing bigoted behavior, physical
confrontations still occurred at clubs and concerts in part due to drug use and a band’s failing to
curb violence during shows.
Chapter 5 Conclusion:
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Punk rock can be described as a social movement, a political movement, a musical
movement, a youth movement, or any combination of these descriptions in addition to others.
What Punk is and what it means or stands for varies depending on each individual’s experience
or knowledge. In order to make sense of this movement, there has been a sizable amount of
research conducted by academics in order to better understand and define this phenomenon.
Many of these studies and papers were written from an outsider’s perspective, or several years
after the author’s involvement in Punk activities, which potentially creates an alternative
narrative. There is the academic narrative about what Punk is and how it has interacted with its
parent culture according to sociological theories and political involvement, but this narrative can
turn away from the realities of what Punk is for many participants. The academic narrative at
times threatens to oversimplify and generalize in order to present a uniform and coherent
argument. This creates the potential to ignore the conflicts and contradictions which Punk can
exhibit. Punk primarily is made up of people, particularly those of the “rank and file” or working
class, which produces a different reality and world view compared to the academically trained
researchers whose daily lives can differ drastically from the Punks of their studies. While
academic training is helpful in order to understand contextual evidence concerning history or
larger society, it can fall short of comprehensive understanding of a niche subculture which
rejects many of the mainstream institutions on which academia is built. An individual’s
background and training or lack thereof affects their knowledge and point of view.
Academic research about Punk, and zines created by Punks, for the movement, are
created in dissimilar and opposing conditions. Academic research draws upon prior scholarly
works, often uses technical language and theories to explain phenomena, is peer reviewed by
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other academics, and published in journals primarily geared towards an academic audience. The
research produced is of high quality and technically sound. Academic research’s strengths
concerning Punk scholarship lies in its ability to utilize knowledge produced by multiple
disciplines and present its observations and theories in a clear manner. Academia’s ability to take
a bird’s eye view of social phenomena, and the academic’s backgrounds themselves, while
helpful in the creation of scholarly literature, also present obstacles that can obscure the reality of
what it is like to live within this subculture. Scholarly agreed upon definitions of the central
tenets of Punk, and its role in larger society are valuable insights, however the experiences of
those who make up the movement deserve exploration as well. Punk zines allow readers and
researchers alike to experience the “boots on the ground” realities that Punks face within a
particular scene. These zines are created by individuals who are fully immersed in the local scene
and invite contributions from members of the community. The result is an avenue for the growth
of the scene, and an important primary source. While academic articles represent the professional
side of intellectual exploration, zines are the amateur’s way of creating meaningful literature.
The individuals who create zines and contribute material, apart from guest editorialists such as
Bob Black, lack academic backgrounds. The content in these zines attacks the wealthy,
influential, or educated institutions that prop up mainstream society. Academia contains more
similarities with the institutions under fire than the individuals who make up the Punk
movement. Punk zines retain the intellectual focus on the people who were a part of the
movement, and chronicled current events without the need to reference earlier works, or the need
to fit their findings within a larger theoretical framework. Zines cut out unnecessary tropes and
sought to provide readers with a no-nonsense account of the state of Punk in a particular area.
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Punk zines allow researchers to understand the dynamics of an individual scene. The
themes and patterns that arise from the zines first and foremost are indicative of the local scene,
but many basic themes can be used to describe Punks in general as well, especially if there is
repetition among zines. The level of political activity, value sets unique to a scene, fashion
trends, etc. of a particular scene can be understood by reading zines. Zines allow researchers to
identify unique characteristics of a scene. Through an analysis of zine content, one is able to
compare and contrast the values of the Washington D.C. and Los Angeles scenes. There is
evidence that these two scenes had different values and ambitions. This breaks down the myth in
part created by academia of the existence of the universal Punk. Scenes across America valued
similar concepts such as the Do-It-Yourself ethos, confrontation, and local community building,
however, how they conducted themselves in pursuit of their goals differs from scene to scene.
The concept of DIY is prevalent in both D.C. and L.A., they manifest themselves in
similar and different ways. Both scenes featured DIY fashion, bands and fans would make their
own clothes or perform significant alterations by hand. This is a response to the overreliance on
consumer goods, and the desire to create a style that was unique to the individual, therefore
setting them apart from larger society. Anything that was mass produced was automatically less
desirable than clothes or other products made by hand on a smaller scale. Ripped clothes,
Anarchy A’s, leather, razor blades, dyed hair, and mismatching clothing were all styles that
could be found in both scenes. DIY appears in both scenes in the way of local space being carved
out in an urban environment for the purpose of creating safe physical spaces for Punks. Within
zines venue reviews can be found, which listed friendly and economic options for the curious
Punk to attend. Capitol Crisis listed 9:30, Psychadelly, Bayou, The Chancery, and One Flight Up
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as D.C. clubs who at least moderately catered to the Punk crowd at the time of publication. Slash
identified Blackie’s on La Brea, King’s Palace, Gazarri’s, and the El Capulin/Anticlub as
welcoming spaces for Punk concerts. Whether Punks themselves founded the clubs, or Punks
gradually started to make up most of these crowds, all required that Punks physically travel to
these spaces, and zines aided in the identification and advertisement of these local spaces.
Washington D.C. and Los Angeles differ in what role activism played within the scene.
The D.C. scene was extremely politically active, with organizations such as The Washington
Peace center buying space in zines in order to recruit readers in supporting protests or marches in
America’s capital. Punks were fed up with the poor decision making and ignorance of the
establishment and used their D.C.’s geographic location to their advantage. The D.C. zines have
a more overt political tone than Los Angeles zines. DIY activism in D.C. was more likely to
result in participation in formal marches or protests, while activism in Los Angeles focused on
the creation of safe spaces, and the policing of the local scene. Members of both scenes had to
participate in order to make necessary changes. In the case of L.A., the remedy for violence at
shows due to conflicts with security resided in individual Punks refusing to suffer in silence and
acting against management or bouncers. Waiting for a third party to fix the problem was not an
option, and Punks had to actively protect and advocate for their space.
Zines from both scenes showed the conflicts that occupied the minds of Punks within the
scene. Members were treated as outcasts, dangerous, and felt as if their voices were being
intentionally ignored. Slash wrote of the conflict between Punks and classic rock fans and
likened both fan bases as oil and water. There was no middle ground to be found between Punks
and the rock industry, and the lack of compromise showed a doubling down of values by Punks
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instead of adjusting to fit in larger society. Slash explored the reasons why Punk music was not
seen as legitimate in the eyes of rock fans who valued professionalism and technical prowess.
D.C. zines such as Yet Another Unslanted Opinion highlighted conflict in its political form. D.C.
Punks refused to have their voices drowned out by the geriatric Washington establishment and
subsequently took to the streets in protest. Confrontational language is seen in practically every
zine page in D.C. and L.A. The coarse and direct language employed by authors was direct and
effective in portraying their message. There are few hidden theories or metaphors in these zines,
the language cuts through any implied meaning, and clearly states the author’s views.
Argumentation is necessary in order to start a discourse on possible remedies. Punks through
their actions caught the attention of the parent culture and provided a space for potential reform.
Both scenes relied on conflict as opportunities to be heard and influence their communities.
Zines show how tension between Punks and society applies to the rank-and-file members of the
Punk community.
The authors of these zines and the interviews they conducted with local bands, the letters
to the editor from readers, and editorials written by authors and contributors all paint a picture of
that month of Punk activities in any scene. It is a compilation of what Punk meant to those
individuals and groups which also created a guidepost for readers to become aware about updates
and the current state of the movement. The desire to inform, document, and comment on
developing topics were some of the chief contributions of these zines to their readers. Academic
papers also followed these principles, but oftentimes achieved these goals in different ways and
drew different conclusions. The crass amateurism and informality that is exhibited in zine pages
are not appropriate for any other publication type, particularly academic journals. The blistering
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polemic at times showcased between zine authors and angry readers or individuals who were
seen as threats to the Punk community are shown in an organic setting which academic writing
fails to replicate. Because most academics were not part of the Punk community as it was a new
and developing concept, they often are left with an outsider’s perspective instead of these zine
writers who were fully immersed in the movement, and through their efforts created
representative primary documents. Zines return human appeals and stories to the Punk
movement instead of focusing on theoretical concepts. While academic papers at times utilized
analytical techniques such as case studies, interviews, or experiments, most of the writing seems
to focus on academic implications of the Punk movement instead of the realities that someone
would face as part of this movement. Zines also highlight contradictions and discontinuities
within local scenes which reflects the human nature of this movement. Academic writing might
have a clean and continuous narrative, but the everyday life of Punks is more complicated.
The research conducted in the paper aims to further explore the role of zines and their
reflection of the symbols in Punk subculture as seen through a participant’s lens. These writers
were embedded in their communities and had intimate knowledge of their location and produced
content that reflected this knowledge. Zines show how important Punk concepts such as
anarchism and DIY play into daily life. Protesting government policies, forming community
legal defenses, and setting up cooperatively led venues are all real examples of Punks acting
upon the tensions between them and society. These actions are motivated by the Punk concepts
that are reported and explored within the zines. Local issues are at the forefront in these zines
and show real reactions and remedies to the conflict generated between Punk and society. Some
Punks wanted to be left alone in order to enjoy their music and community in relative peace,
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other Punks viewed societal backlash as a challenge and worked to change their communities for
the better. Zines give concrete examples of actions taken by the community in response to
conflict. This differs from academia which instead largely explains past actions and fits its
subsequent explanation into an academic framework. Zines are an underutilized source for the
study of Punk culture in America. More attention should be brought to the realities of everyday
Punk life, and the zines are a gateway to furthering our understanding of an extremely prominent
subculture in America. While there are references to zines in academic works, a thorough content
analysis of them is largely lacking in the literature and can provide an informed look into how a
particular city’s Punk subculture developed over time. Larger projects could analyze multiple
scenes within a geographic region such as the West Coast or the Northeast of America to explore
possible regional continuities or discontinuities. Future projects could also attempt to analyze
every single zine publication within a particular scene to explore the viability of zines or
developing criteria to decide what made any individual zine more popular than others. Other
projects could compare early Punk zines (70s and 80s) with the newer zines of the 90s and 00s
and trace thematic progression. Punk continues to this day to influence society and evolve as a
movement and genre.
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